Effects of amplitude nonlinearity on phoneme recognition by cochlear implant users and normal-hearing listeners.
It is widely assumed that the proper transformation of acoustic amplitude to electric amplitude is a critical factor affecting speech recognition in cochlear implant users and normal-hearing listeners. A four-channel noise-band speech processor was implemented, reducing spectral information to four bands. A power-law transformation was applied to the amplitude mapping stage in the speech processor design, and the exponent of the power function varied from a strongly compressive (p = 0.05) to a weakly compressive (p = 0.75) for implant listeners and from 0.3 to 3.0 for acoustic listeners. Results for implants showed that the best performance was achieved with an exponent of about 0.2, and performance gradually deteriorated when either more compressive or less compressive exponents were applied. The loudness growth functions of the four activated electrodes in each subject were measured and those data were well fit by a power function with a mean exponent of 2.72. The results indicated that the best performance was achieved when the normal loudness growth was restored. For acoustic listeners, results were similar to those observed with cochlear implant listeners, except that best performance was achieved with no amplitude nonlinearity (p = 1.0). The similarity of results in both acoustic and electric stimulation indicated that the performance deterioration observed for extreme nonlinearity was due to similar perceptual effects. The function relating amplitude mapping exponent and performance was relatively flat, indicating that phoneme recognition was only mildly affected by amplitude nonlinearity.